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tales of valor includes four new multiplayer modes called attack, panzerkrieg, stonewall, and
operation market garden. all 4 of these multiplayer modes are ultimately more variations of coh the
stories of valor tales of valor expansion pack add additional command choices for a total of twelve
playable campaigns for four armies: british 2nd army, german panzer elite, russian, and british. for

the first time in company of heroes, players can once more earn more than one achievement,
achievements in which the player is awarded a specific number of medals. some of the other

achievements include, "carry the light" (shake-and-bake game), "carry the light (3rd time)" (brute
force game), and "carry the light (4th time)" (counter-strike game). also one of the more

unmemorable, tales of valor offers four new multiplayer modes: attack, panzerkrieg, stonewall, and
operation market garden. all four of these multiplayer modes are essentially more variations of coh,

with just one exception: tales of valor gives you the ability to mix and match between the british
army and the german panzer elite, supplying a new army of 16 playable options. every one of these
multiplayer modes ends up being a simple variation of company of heroes, so they aren't really that

new. the story-driven campaigns also aren't really all that extraordinary, leaving out the fun of
becoming a part of a bigger campaign world and the usual one-and-done feeling of coh. multiplayer
is nonetheless an enjoyable distraction from the single-player campaigns. in addition, tales of valor

includes a "battlelog" mode, which allows players to track their medals, earn additional
achievements, and share missions on facebook.
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The Company of Heroes: Tales of Valor
expansion pack is designed to be played

alongside Company of Heroes, and includes
many design changes which, taken together,

represent significant improvements to the
strategic action and gameplay of the title. We’re
confident that the Company of Heroes: Tales of
Valor expansion will be a huge success. There

are strictly several of these added touches:
Upon picking a faction, players will be set,

automatically, to the very best viable class,
using the Soviet Union as a example, a

Panzerbefreger of Tank Destroyer Troopers. The
best class will likely be opened up for characters

with the extra unlockables, which mean units
such as Attack Armoured Vehicle that are

readily available to every other franchise in the
series, will not be accessible for Tales of Valor.

Starting up the initial story, players will have the
ability to review 5 choices of race, consisting of
the Soviet Union and OTL, which can be quite
the critical factor. Race almost certainly has a
higher impact on a heroes output than the 12
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professions, but that this is not true in any way.
In particular, races impact heroes in several of
ways. Both the Soviet and OTL offers additional
points to be spent on health and defense, but

Soviet tends to make it possible to switch
between melee, close and long range

mechanics better. Now, the melee weapons do
not always come with all three variation, in
addition, the Soviets weapon that is best at

offense on a blade is additionally powerful at
defense, with better protection as a

consequence. In addition, Soviet weapons have
rate-of-fire percentage bonuses, while OTL for
that reason do not. Not only is this essential to
help you be a lot more effective on offense, but
it can aid control the rate at which you get hit,
since Soviet weapons also suffer effects from

firing for a long time. Weapons also break, hit a
turn, and even have minimum durability, which

is very helpful for blocking enemy attacks.
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